
It is Time to Change the Definition of “Sport”
In Wikipedia, ["Sport" comes from the Old French desport meaning "leisure", with the oldest 
definition in English from around 1300 being "anything humans find amusing or entertaining".[7]

Other meanings include gambling and events staged for the purpose of gambling; hunting; and 
games and diversions, including ones that require exercise.[8] Roget's defines the noun sport as an 
"activity engaged in for relaxation and amusement" with synonyms including diversion and 
recreation.[9]

Nomenclature
The singular term "sport" is used in most English dialects to describe the overall concept (e.g. 
"children taking part in sport"), with "sports" used to describe multiple activities (e.g. "football and 
rugby are the most popular sports in England"). American English uses "sports" for both terms.
Definition
The precise definition of what separates a sport from other leisure activities varies between sources. 
The closest to an international agreement on a definition is provided by SportAccord which is the 
association for all the largest international sports federations (including association football, 
athletics, cycling, tennis, equestrian sports and more), and is therefore the de facto representative of 
international sport.
SportAccord uses the following criteria, determining that a sport should:[1]

have an element of competition

be in no way harmful to any living creature

not rely on equipment provided by a single supplier (excluding proprietary games such as 
arena football)
not rely on any "luck" element specifically designed into the sport]

Killing nonhumans such as animals and fish should not be considered a Sport.  I am not against 
hunting and fishing, but including them as sports is wrong. I am tired of seeing pictures of children 
in the newspapers next to a dead deer or a fish that they killed. They did not do something that was 
great or required a special talent to kill an animal or fish.
The definition that I propose has two elements that are given above by SportAccord:

human versus human competition for amusement and entertainment 

no harmful intentions to the participants

not rely on equipment provided by a single supplier

not rely on any "luck" element specifically designed into the sport
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